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Integration processes in the modern world are an objective reality in 

practically all social life spheres, whether medicine, distance education, commerce, 
electronic auctions, transport and many others. It is evident that further processes 
are to be carried out using state-of-art secured information technologies. In all the 
spheres named one or another information system is already in use but the problem 
of these systems’ interaction provision is often not solved even within a single 
state. 

 
In the frames of establishing the Single Window the problem of different 

public administrations’ (agencies’) and private companies’ (traders’) information 
systems interaction provision gains a special importance. It is provision of 
interaction on legal, organizational and technical levels that defines single 
window’s work effectiveness. 

 
Russian experience demonstrated that the information interaction provision 

problem cannot be solved without application of a centralized system approach. 
We consider the fact, that implementation of information technologies into 
business processes practically always results in modernization of the latter, to be 
the reason. And if in the process of a certain business process automation it is 
acceptable to take it as a basis when projecting an information infrastructure, then 
in the process of global international information infrastructure building the 
elements common for all business processes are to be taken as a basis. An attempt 
to single out such common elements and the system architecture they underlie is 
the subject matter of the “Methodology of the transboundary trust space (TTS) 
forming and functioning in the Internet network” (hereinafter referred to as 
“the Methodology”). 

 
This Methodology is the development of the “Operating model of 

formation and functioning of a transboundary trust space of the CIS Member 

Note : This paper was submitted  by Mr. Alexander Sazonov, Nonсommercial 
Partnership "National Certification Authority", Regional Commonwealth in the 
field of Communications (RCC), at the conference and is made available on the 
website at his request. The paper was not discussed at the conference. 



States in the Internet” approved by the CIS member-states Coordination council 
on informatization at RCC1. 

 
 The Methodology contains: 

1. a description of a conceptual framework. 
2. a description of the trans-boundary trust space comprising: 

- the common infrastructure (CI) consisting of special services; 
- register systems (information systems of different public 

administrations (agencies)) interacting with each other via electronic 
transferable records, whereby validity is assured by the CI services; 

- CI services’ and register systems’ operators; 
- CI operators’ activity auditors. 

3. To the first approximation CI services’ performances variants and 
their selection algorithm are given. 
 
We would like to point out that the trans-boundary trust space architecture 

developed correlates with the model for a single window mechanism, described in 
the Recommendation 332, namely an interface (decentralized) system. 

 
Currently the Methodology is actively discussed together with Russian and 

foreign experts on law, international commerce and secured allocated information 
systems. 

 
It is also noteworthy that an active interaction with our Chinese colleagues is 

initiated. According to the Memorandum on Cooperation between the 
Governments of the Russian Federation and the People's Republic of China in the 
Sphere of Economic Modernization, signed October 02, 2011: 

“The Parties note the importance to organize trans-boundary interaction 
using an electronic digital signature and recognize the necessity to cooperate in 
the framework of creating a common infrastructure of electronic information 
documentation in order to assign validity to the multi-profile information exchange 
and assurance of modern electronic services consumers’ rights protection. 

”The Parties recognize it reasonable to activate work on preparation of 
complex suggestions, aimed at information systems’ trans-boundary interaction 
and functioning problem solution.” 

 
It should be noted that we in no way belittle the business everyday tasks’ 

importance. We study these tasks and will try to take them into account at the next 
stage of the trans-boundary trust space projecting maximally. 

The next stage objectives we see are as follows: 
1) On the technical level: 

- to develop unified information systems interaction interfaces. 
                                                
1  RCC - Regional Commonwealth in communication CIS member states' Ministries of communication are 
the RCC members. 
2 Recommendation and guidelines on establishing a Single Window. UN/CEFACT Recommendation 33. 



2) On the organizational level: 
- to develop model organizational/management documents for 

information systems operators. 
3) On the legal level: 

- to develop suggestions on introducing alterations to the 
normative base of different levels. 
 
We propose to introduce the “Methodology of the transboundary trust 

space (TTS) forming and functioning in the Internet network” to UN/CEFACT 
consideration. At that, the key questions we would like to be kindly answered are 
as follows: 

1) Do you consider to be correct the approach implying the following 
order of participating in information systems single window work different public 
administrations’ (agencies’) and private companies’ (traders’) interaction 
provision: 

1. Development of a common infrastructure assuring validity of 
different public administrations’ (agencies’) and private companies’ 
(traders’) information interaction. 

2. Development of legal documents drafts set (international and 
domestic), regulating information systems and common infrastructure 
operators’ interaction and liability. 

3. Development of model organizational/management documents 
regulating information systems and common infrastructure operators’ 
activity. 

4. Development of unified interfaces, by means of which 
information systems interaction will be carried out. 
 
2) Do you consider the common infrastructure building principles stated 

in the Methodology to be correct? 
 

3) What methods to assure validity of electronic documents in trans-
boundary exchange are used in other countries? 
 

4) What  methods to assure validity of electronic documents in trans-
boundary exchange are used by single window facilities in other countries?  
 

5) What is the experience of using mutual recognition agreements as a 
means to assure validity of electronic documents?  
 

6) What is the experience of using national certification authorities as a 
means to assure validity of electronic documents? 
 

The English version of Methodology is available on RCC web-site: 
http://www.en.rcc.org.ru/index.php/rcc-activities/informatization-/261211 
http://www.en.rcc.org.ru/userdocs/docs/Methodology_26.12.11.pdf
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